
The work isn’t finished after the product comes off  

the line. Where is it going? How does it get there? 

We handle all aspects of order fulfillment, and whether 

you’re shipping a large volume or drop shipping to an 

end consumer, you can rely on us to do the job right.

OVERDELIVERING IS A WAY OF LIFE

ORDER FULFILLMENT



You focus on driving sales. We’ll focus on the last mile to your customer. 

We fulfill complex orders and ensure your brand promise is delivered to  

your customers. Accurate, on-time deliveries should be expected, and  

they can be when you trust us with order fulfillment. All the while, you 

receive accurate information throughout the process—inventory reporting, 

shipment status and returns.

HOW YOU NEED IT, WHEN YOU NEED IT



Not everybody has the space or desire to invest in infrastructure. 

We do. Leave the particulars of inventory management to us and 

free yourself to focus on the rest of your business. We’ll receive,  

store and prepare your products for shipment. For small widgets, 

finished products and everything in between, leave the details to  

us. We’ll keep your products safe, pristine and primed to make  

you money.

Inventory Management

We pick orders, put items in boxes and ship them out the door.  

Connect us with your order-management system and relax  

knowing we’ll take care of everything. Your products get where 

they’re going, whether to your assembly facility or directly to  

a retail customer, on time and in the right condition. Many  

customers also look to us as a turkey solution for complex  

products requiring light assembly and retail packaging.

Fulfillment



FULFILLMENT

KITTING/LIGHT ASSEMBLY

LABELING

RETAIL PACKAGING

CUSTOM PICK/PACK

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND LOGISTICS

REVERSE SUPPLY CHAIN

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

RECEIVING

QUALITY INSPECTION

BAR CODING

RACK/BIN STORAGE

MIN/MAX STOCK-LEVEL MONITORING

CYCLE COUNTING
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G&T Industries is an employee-owned company that 

continues to solve complex problems. Every member 

of our team has a personal stake in our success, and  is 

honored to have one in yours as well.


